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Abstract This paper proposes a new approach to model
human arm pose configuration from still images based on
learned features and arm part structure constraints. The
subjects in still images have no assumption with regards
to clothing style, action category and background, so our
model has to accommodate these uncertainties. Proposed
approach uses an energy model that incorporates the depen-
dence relationships among arm joints and arm parts, where
the potentials represent their occurrence probabilities. Posi-
tive and negative instances are computed from input image,
using multi-scale image patches to capture the details of arm
joints and arm parts. A joint convolutional neural network is
then developed for feature extraction. Local rigidity of arm
part is used to constrain occurrence of arm joints and arm
parts, and these constraints can be efficiently incorporated in
dynamic programming for human arm pose inference. Our
experimental results show better performance than alterna-
tive approaches using hand-crafted features for various still
images.
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1 Introduction

There are many methods for human arm pose modeling,
but they share some common limitations. First, they need
background information for 3D human model matching in
preprocessing [1]. Second, the steps for features extraction
and prior estimation of various poses are necessary [2,3].
Finally, their applications are limited to some specific action
categories [4]. The objective of this paper is to automatically
identify positions of human arm parts or arm joints from the
images with arbitrary backgrounds and action categories.

Modeling human arm pose with fewer limitations is nec-
essary for many applications. For example, if a robot wants
to recognize human pose in outdoor via cameras, the back-
ground is not constant and the actions of human cannot be
assumed in advance. This method for an arbitrary background
and action can be used in wider applications such as auto-
matic visual surveillance with moving cameras, human and
machine interaction in robotics.

For this human arm pose modeling problem, one may
apply probabilistic models and compute human arm pose
based on the visual likelihood and pose prior; alternatively,
one may convert it to a classification problem which learns
the relationship between low-level features and high-level
poses [5,6]. In order to solve this problem, critical issues
are the reliable features for detecting human arm parts and
joints from various human images, as well as the constraints
of physical structure of human arm [7]. In this research, we
utilize learned features from a large training dataset to con-
duct human arm pose modeling. Learned features have fewer
assumptions than hand-crafted features and are often more
discriminative.

We focus on learned features of arm joints and local rigid-
ity of arm parts using convolutional neural network, which is
capable of learning features from images for various objec-
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Fig. 1 An example of feature extraction for the patches of the right
elbow and other locations from input image

tives. We can train a nonlinear function so that some specific
image patches with an object at their centers are close to
the origin in feature space, and the other image patches that
are at least far away from the origin lie beyond a margin.
Thus, the object patches can be discriminated from the other
patches which do not locate at center. Besides, human arm
is articulated and each arm part is locally rigid, which can
be incorporated in inferring arm pose to remove impossible
arm poses.

Figure 1 illustrates this idea by using right elbow as an
example in an image. Red square and its red center repre-
sent the image patches and the position of right elbow. Cyan
square indicates a patch whose center is quite close to the
ground truth location of right elbow. Two green squares rep-
resent image patches whose centers are far away from the
ground turth location of right elbow. These four patches are
mapped to four points in feature space by a trained mapping
function fRelb of right elbow. This function has to satisfy
some requirements as follows. Red patch located at the anno-
tation of right elbow should be mapped to red point which is
as close to the origin as possible, and green patches different
from the annotation of right elbow should be mapped out of
a blue sphere in feature space. The center of the sphere is the
origin of feature space, and its radius is a margin for discrim-
ination. This margin determines the discriminative ability of
the mapping function. Ideally, the patches that are close to the
annotation of right elbow represented by cyan square should
be mapped within the sphere but not close to the origin.

Main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, an
energy-based model of human arm pose is proposed, which
incorporates unary potentials of arm parts and joints, and
also preserves the articulated structure of human arm and
the local rigidity of arm parts. Second, a joint convolutional
neural network (J-CNN) is proposed for feature extraction,
and pairwise positive and negative multi-scale instances are
used for training J-CNN. It utilizes the computation ability of
graphic processing unit (GPU) to facilitate training J-CNN
for each potential. Finally, this method of feature learning for
arm pose modeling has been evaluated on Frames Labeled
in Cinema (FLIC) [6], and has a performance improvement
compared with some methods of pose machine [21], mul-

timodal decomposable models for human pose estimation
(MODEC) [6] and mixture of parts (MoP) [5,22].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some related work of human arm pose modeling.
Section 3 is energy-based model for human arms and its defi-
nition of energy function. The creation procedure of positive
and negative training instances, and structure of joint con-
volutional neural network (J-CNN) are depicted in Sect. 4.
Supervised training for models and inference for testing
images is shown in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7
provides experimental results of this proposed method. The
summary of this research is shown in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

Compared with facial keypoints detection [8], human arm
pose modeling has some differences in structures and appear-
ances. First, the structure of human arm is different from
facial keypoints. Facial parts such as eyes, mouth and nose
have global rigidity, i.e., almost without relative displace-
ment, while human arm parts are locally rigid and globally
articulated. Local rigidity property of upper arm and forearm
means that it is impossible to change their physical structure.
Globally articulated property means that arm components
have a relative displacement in a specific manner, i.e., arm
parts are connected in a chain and can form various pose.
Second, arm parts appear differently depending on the style,
color and texture of clothing, lighting and viewing angles;
thus, they are more complicated than human faces. Low-
level features are important for human arm pose modeling,
as they capture the invariant properties of arm joints or parts.
The high-level arm structure, on the other hand, can restrict
the solution space, as inferences that violate human physical
structure can be eliminated.

Traditionally, hand-crafted low-level features, e.g., skin
color [9], local binary patterns (LBP) [10], histogram of ori-
ented gradient (HOG) [11], scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) [12], color SIFT, texton [13] and the combination of
them [14] are used to represent characteristics of target object
and used in some classifiers or generative models. There is
a fixed mapping function from the raw data, i.e., RGB pix-
els to its feature vector; thus, they may be not enough to
capture diversities and variations of human body parts, espe-
cially for the non-rigid deformation. High-level pose prior of
human body parts has great impact especially for the given
actions. It provides enough information of body parts depen-
dency to substantially decrease the pose solution space. With
diverse clothing appearances and various unspecific actions
by humans, it is hard to deal with human body estimation
especially for the more flexible arm parts just by hand-crafted
low-level features and high-level pose prior.
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Deep neural network (DNN) [15] has shown to be efficient
for feature learning in speech recognition, objects detection
and location identification. Convolutional neural network
(CNN) [16] is capable of learning features from images for
various objectives. A lot of the state-of-the-art algorithms in
computer vision are based on convolutional neural network.
It uses relatively little preprocessing and does not depend
on prior knowledge. For human arm pose modeling, there
were some methods based on deep neural network. Deep-
Pose [17] adopts the DNN-based pose regression in cascade
manner which refines the joint predictions by using higher
resolution sub-images. DNN is also used to learn condi-
tional probabilities for the presence of body parts and their
spatial relationships [18] based on a traditional graphical
model. Based on a CNN architecture, MoDeep [19] not only
uses color features but also uses motion features to improve
human body parts estimation performance. CNN is also used
for upper body pose estimation in gesture videos [20], in
which multiple frames are the input of temporal CNN and
the regressed result is the estimated joints’ positions.

Our proposed method is another way to solve human
arm pose modeling under DNN framework. Different from
the above DNN-based approaches, we only use CNN for
feature extraction and covert this problem to energy-based
supervised learning and dynamic programming inference
procedure. And all feature extractors are trained together.

3 Energy-based model of human arm

In general, there are six joints and two arms for a person. Six
joints of one person are not isolated but connected by arm
parts in articulated manner, and there is a graphical model
based on energy function to describe their dependence rela-
tionship. Its corresponding energy function can be used to
evaluate probability of possible arm pose. An arm pose with
the minimum energy is recognized as inferred arm pose. This
section presents structure of our energy-based model, overall
energy function and its potential definition, and its inference
equation.

3.1 Model structure

In general, both two upper limbs of a person contain three
main parts, i.e., upper arm, forearm and hand. They are artic-
ulated and are attached to the human torso via shoulders. So
the joints, i.e., shoulder, elbow and wrist are constrained by
their relationship and formulated as a chain structure in which
the vertices are arm joints and the edges are arm parts. This
physical structure can be mapped to a corresponding graphi-
cal model, which preserves human arm structure constraints
and facilitates features learning and pose inference.
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Fig. 2 A graphical model of a human arm pose

Assume we have an arm model with J joints, and location
of the j th joint is written as L j . For a person, if we only con-
sider its basic arm joints, J equals 6 in this paper; otherwise,
if hand endpoints also be considered, J will equal 8. It has
two elements in pixel for the x and y directions of the input
image, respectively. Let Γ = {L1, . . . , LJ } be the joint loca-
tion variable for a particular arm pose involving all J joints.
So Γ contains the parameters that will be estimated from an
input image. In order to discriminate the other positions from
the joint, ¬L j is used to represent any location in the image
other than L j . So, ¬Γ contains at least one element ¬L j

which is different from L j .
As shown in Fig. 2, it has three arm joints location vari-

ables {L1, L2, L3} of shoulder, elbow and wrist for left arm,
and the other three joints location variables {L4, L5, L6} of
the corresponding joints of right arm. Two types of poten-
tials are attached to the joint location variables. Each joint or
arm part is attached to a relevant potential, where αi and βi j

evaluate the occurrences of the i th joint and arm part with
the i th and j th joints in the image, respectively. This graphi-
cal model keeps the dependency between each joint and arm
part. Arm joint location variables are connected by poten-
tials β, and they are formulated as a chain. Each arm part
can be determined by the two connected joints’ locations.
Even in the ground truth training dataset, only joints’ loca-
tions are there, and the corresponding arm parts are image
area between them. So potential of an arm part comes from
its image area. In order to unify potentials computation of
arm part and arm joint, the locations between two joints of
an arm component are used to compute its potential. There-
fore, points representing an arm component are located on
the line between its two joints with equal distance. It satis-
fies local rigidity property, i.e., the location for an arm part
and its two joints have rigid structure constraint which has to
be obeyed during inference. Chain model with local rigidity
can formulate articulated structure to describe a human arm
configuration.

Note that a smaller potential means a higher probability
of occurrence of arm joint or arm part. LeCun [23] illustrates
that energy-based learning provides a framework for non-
probabilistic training of graphical model and is treated as an
alternative to probabilistic-based model. It has no require-
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ment for normalization and is more flexible for learning
algorithm design. So, in this research, we aim to optimize
proposed energy-based model, which can capture the dis-
criminative low-level features of arm parts and arm joints
from images, and also incorporates structure constraints of
human arm. The basic units of energy-based model for human
arm pose are potentials of arm parts and arm joints. These
potentials represent occurrence probabilities of the relevant
arm parts and arm joints. A main problem in this paper is
how to design and train them.

3.2 Model energy

In this energy-based model, there is a measurement of the
compatibility between image observation and arm pose. This
measurement is implemented by an energy function, which
provides goodness of each possible arm pose with the rele-
vant image observation. An energy utilizes potentials of all
model components as the measurement of the compatibility
between a model parameter hypothesis and image observa-
tion.

As shown in Fig. 2, all potentials of joints and arm parts
have contribution to overall energy. Therefore, for a given
image I , we can derive its energy for each possible arm pose
Γ by summing all relevant potentials as:

E(I, Γ ) =
J∑

i=1

αi (I, Li ) +
∑

i j∈ε

βi j (I, Li j ), (1)

where J = 6 is size of arm joints, and ε = {12, 23, 45, 56} is
a set of joint index pair for all arm parts, and Li j is the middle

point of two joints’ locations Li and L j , i.e., Li j = 1

2
(Li +

L j ). So, there are 10 individual potentials of a person in an
image. This energy function will be used in both training and
testing. During training stage, parameters of all potentials are
learned by satisfying E(I,¬Γ ) > E(I, Γ ). During testing,
this energy function is used for the measurement of an arm
pose hypothesis, and then to find the final estimated one with
the minimal energy and arm structure constraints.

Potential αi of the i th joint is unary potential taking only
one location variable. Potential βi j of the arm part with the
i th and j th joints can be viewed as a unary potential of arm
part, and also can be recognized as a pairwise potential of two
joints, since it takes two location variables. In other words,
potential βi j also is used to model the relationship between
two joints of an arm part in an image. Although arm pose can
be estimated just based on potentials of arm joints, potentials
of arm parts can enhance or provide more information from
image observation with local rigidity property.

Furthermore, proposed energy-based model for human
arm pose has the ability to incorporate more relationships
between arm parts. For example, if a person wears a short-

sleeve shirt, a part of upper arm is covered by the short
sleeve, while forearm is always naked. There is a pattern
between upper arm and forearm. Otherwise, in general, left
arm and right arm of a person in daily life have similar sleeves
style. Therefore, there are relationships between upper arm
and forearm of one individual arm, and between the same
arm parts of both arms. These kinds of higher-order poten-
tials can be used as one way to improve human arm pose
modeling performance, but its drawback is the higher com-
putational requirement. So this energy-based model can be
used to describe more complex relationships between arm
parts and arm joints.

3.3 Model potentials

Equation (1) involves potentials of arm joints and arm parts.
In physics, potential energy is the stored energy of position
possessed by an object, and a lower potential energy means
less movement probability or more stability. Here, poten-
tial measures occurrence probability of an object at a given
position in an image I . αi (I, Li ) is potential of the i th joint
at position Li , and βi j (I, Li j ) is potential of arm part with
the i th joint and the j th joint at position Li j . The criteria
of potentials are that positive arm joints or arm parts should
have lower values than negative arm joints or arm parts, i.e.,
αi (I, Li ) < αi (I,¬Li ) and βi j (I, Li j ) < βi j (I,¬Li j ).

For a given image I , the cues for potentials of arm joints
and arm parts come from their image data. So we have to
define the relationships between potentials and their corre-
sponding image data. The features extracted from images are
used for potentials calculation. As we have discussed in Sect.
1, hand-crafted features from image are used in traditional
methods, but they are extracted in a pre-defined manner with-
out considering the differences between the involved objects.
Here, we use learned features from image, and each indi-
vidual arm part and arm joint has its corresponding learned
feature extractors. The feature extractor maps image data to
a vector in feature space, and its �2 norm is the required
potential.

Potentials of the i th joint can be defined as

αi (I, Li ) = ‖ fαi (xi )‖2, (2)

and potential of arm part with the i th joint and the j th joint
is defined as

βi j (I, Li j ) = ‖ fβi j (xi j )‖2, (3)

where feature extractors as mapping functions fαi and fβi j
perform feature extraction and dimensionality reduction
from raw pixels of image patches, respectively. In an image
I , xi is instance of the i th joint at location Li , while xi j is
instance of the arm part located between Li and L j , i.e., Li j .
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αi (xi ) and βi j (xi j ) are �2 norm of extracted features from
instances of arm joints and arm parts in feature space.

Therefore, according to the definitions of potentials for
joints and arm part in Eqs. (2) and (3), there are two necessary
elements we have to define. One is how to construct instances
xi and xi j for arm joint and arm part from image I given their
locations Li and Li j , respectively. Another is how to define
feature extraction functions.

4 Instances and feature extractors

There are positive and negative instances in a training proce-
dure. Generally, a positive instance contains the image data of
target object, while a negative instance is any image data that
does not contain target object. Below, we propose a process
to create positive instances and negative instances of joints
and arm parts from an input image. We also describe how
we can map the output of positive instances to an area close
to the origin in feature space, and the output of the negative
instances to be far from the origin.

4.1 Positive and negative instances

Since this research focuses on modeling of human arm joints
from images in daily life with an arbitrary action category,
target images for this method have to contain upper body,
i.e., head, torso, arms, of a person facing the camera. So,
there is a necessary step to detect the person and derive its
upper body from the original images. In this paper, we use the
method [25] to conduct this step for both training dataset and
testing dataset. The corresponding ground truth of arm joints
is given at the same time. The ground truth of training dataset
is used for generating instances for models training, and the
ground truth of testing dataset set is used for performance
evaluation.

For potential αi associated with the i th joint, its positive
instance xi is an image patch centering at position Li , while
its negative instance ¬xi is any patch not centering at Li . As
for βi j , which is associated with the i th and j th joints, the
local rigidity of arm parts suggests that its positive instance
xi j is a set of image patches centering equidistantly from two
joints locations Li and L j , and its negative instance ¬xi j
is equidistant from two points that at least one of them is
different from Li or L j . Here, we use the middle point of
each arm part as the center of positive arm part instances.

Furthermore, to capture more details of a specific joint
and arm part, we make use of multi-scaled images to sample
positive and negative instances. Figure 3 illustrates an exam-
ple of sampling the positive and negative instances for right
elbow using a multi-scaled image. First, a set of multi-scaled
images of an input image is prepared with scaling factors in
an ascending order. The higher the scaling factor, the higher

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3

Positive instance Negative instance

… 

… … 

Fig. 3 Multi-scale sampling for the positive instance x5 and a negative
instance ¬x5 of right elbow

resolution the scaled image is, providing more details of the
object. Second, patch center of a positive instance is located
at the ground truth position of target arm joint, and patch cen-
ter of a negative instance is randomly sampled on image, but
it is different from arm joint position. The patch centers of the
sample instance on multi-scaled images are also scaled with
the same factor to indicate the same object. Third, the patches
are cropped from each scaled image with a given patch size.
Zeros are padded to the sampled patches if necessary. Finally,
the patches centering at target arm joint are assembled as pos-
itive instance, while other patches are assembled as negative
instance. All of them are in the same scaling order. Thus a pair
of positive and negative instances are generated for training
feature extractor.

4.2 Structure of feature extractors

There is a set of feature extractors for instances of input
image. In order to improve discriminative ability of extracted
features, extractors use a learnable scheme rather than pre-
defined scheme. As a powerful tool, convolutional neural
network (CNN) [26] is widely used in object detection and
recognition, location identification and feature representa-
tion in computer vision. In this work, CNN is used for feature
learning as functions fαi (x) and fβi j (x) in Eqs. (2) and (3).
Since they have same network structure, we denote them as
fαi (x) = Conv(x, wαi ) and fβi j (x) = Conv(x, wβi j ), in
which x is a positive or negative instance for an arm joint or
arm part, and wαi and wβi j are parameters of feature extrac-
tors Conv implemented by a convolutional network [27]
structure.

Because all instances have same size and are mapped to
same feature space, functions of feature extractors have same
structure but with different learned parameters. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, an individual CNN unit contains three convolutional
layers and three max-pooling layers alternatively, as well as
two multilayer perceptrons (MLP) layers [27]. For an input
instance, i.e., a set of multi-scale patches with size 90 × 90,
firstly, patches of a arm joint or arm part use a stride 2 to
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Fig. 4 Structure of an individual CNN, i.e., feature exactor, for arm
pose modeling with multi-scale input patches sharing parameters

Fig. 5 Structure of J-CNN for training an input image

reduce input size by a 9 × 9 kernel, and then output size is

41 × 41, i.e.,
90 − 9 + 1

2
after convolutional layer 1. Then,

output size is 20 × 20, i.e., �41

2
�, after max-pooling layer 1.

Output size is 16×16, i.e., 20−5+1, with kernel size 5×5

after convolutional layer 2, and output size is 8×8, i.e., �16

2
�,

after max-pooling. In the same manner, for one scale input
image patch, flatten output is a vector with size 432. Then,
flatten outputs of all scaled image patches are assembled as
input of MLP layers to obtain final feature vector with 3
elements.

Since there is a set of CNNs to be trained in a super-
vised manner, we propose a method where CNN units of
all arm joints and arm parts are assembled together and
trained jointly which we name it as joint CNN (J-CNN).
Its overall loss summarizes all errors of each potential. Fig-
ure 5 depicts J-CNN structure for training an input image.
For an input image I and its joint ground truth annota-
tion Γ , the current set of instances for all arm parts and
arm joints are constructed as depicted in Sect. 4.1, i.e.,
x = {. . . , xi ,¬xi , . . . , xi j ,¬xi j , . . .}. The instance set x
contains pairs of positive instance and negative instance for
each arm part and joint. Then, each pair of positive instance
and negative instance, i.e., {xi ,¬xi } or {xi j ,¬xi j }, is input
for their relevant feature extractors fαi or fβi j and loss func-

tions Lαi or Lβi j subsequently. The overall loss that sums all
individual loss is used to train parameters of feature extrac-
tors. Therefore, during each training iteration, all parameters
wi and wi j of feature extractors are updated jointly. Since the
overall loss summarizes all errors of the current training iter-
ation and the parameters are learned jointly, learned feature
extractors are optimized synchronously. Besides, J-CNN can
take advantage of computing capability of the current GPU
to train CNNs in parallel, and can optimize all the potentials
jointly at each iteration.

5 Supervised training for feature extractors

In order to learn parameters ωαi and ωβi j of feature extractor
in J-CNN, we use a supervised manner by minimizing overall
loss on training dataset. As depicted in Fig. 5, for a given
training image I and its ground truth annotation Γ , its overall
loss L(I, Γ ) comes from individual potential of arm joint and
arm part:

L(I, Γ ) =
J∑

i=1

Lαi (I, Li ) +
∑

i j∈ε

Lβi j (I, Li j ), (4)

where J = 6 is arm joints size of one person and ε =
{12, 23, 45, 56} is the set of joint index pair for all arm parts.

Based on definition of the overall function, individual loss
function of each arm part and arm joint is critical for efficient
training of parameters of J-CNN by mini-batching.

5.1 Loss functions of potentials

We maintain a margin in feature space to ensure that posi-
tive samples are close to feature space origin, and distances
between negative samples and the origin are larger than a
certain threshold. In order to satisfy these criteria, the loss
function based on the �2 norm is adopted for J-CNN train-
ing, which was originally proposed by Hadsell et al. [28] for
dimensionality reduction.

This approach uses the given neighborhood relationship
between input data with high dimension to learn mapping
functions; then, the similar input points are mapped to nearby
points on the manifold. Since it only involves positive or
negative neighborhood relationship of a pair of input points
rather than their individual labels, it is treated as semi-
supervised learning. Another property is that all input points
share a common mapping function, and they are constrained
by the overall loss function. When the mapping function is
implemented by a neural network, it is called Siamese Net-
work [29].

We adopt this idea of semi-supervised learning for train-
ing J-CNN. For an image of a human upper body and its
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annotation of joints, positive instance xi and the origin point
are the neighborhood pair, but negative instance ¬xi and the
origin point are the non-neighborhood pair. Training pro-
cedure has to ensure that the mapped point of the positive
instance is close to the origin in feature space, while the neg-
ative instance is far from the origin. This requirement can
be incorporated in energy-based model for human arm pose
modeling. Therefore, we use margins for negative instances
in loss functions to constrain non-neighborhood relationship.

Loss functions of potential αi of arm joint and potential
βi j of arm part are:

Lαi (I, Li ) = 1

2
{αi (xi )

2 + max(0, τi − αi (¬xi ))
2}, (5)

and

Lβi j (I, Li , L j ) = 1

2
{βi j (xi j )

2 + max(0, τi j − βi j (¬xi j ))
2},
(6)

where αi and βi j are the potentials of joints and arm parts
defined in Eqs. (2) and (3), τi and τi j are their correspond-
ing margins. So, for an image I and its possible arm pose
configuration Γ , its overall loss function of the J-CNN is a
summation of the individual loss functions of the all joints
and arm parts.

5.2 Mini-batching

To learn parameters of J-CNN efficiently, we use mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method [30]. Mini-batch
SGD incrementally updates parameters performed on an
average of gradients with respect to a batch of training
instance rather than a single instance each time. It can speed
up parameter optimization, since computation of each gradi-
ent in a mini-batch is parallel and suitable for vectorization.
The computed gradient at each iteration uses more training
examples, so it also makes a smoother convergence.

However, in this paper, mini-batch approach is used dif-
ferently from its original version, where there are two parts
in overall loss function as described in Eq. (4).

At each iteration, firstly, M images and the related joint
annotations are randomly sampled as (I, ) from training
dataset. Then, mini-batch instances are generated for all
arm joints and arm parts. They contain positive and nega-
tive instances of the i th arm joint, which can be written as
xi = {x (1)

i . . . x (M)
i } and ¬xi = {¬x (1)

i . . . ¬x (M)
i }, respec-

tively. Then, mini-batch instance of arm joint for the current
iteration is {xi ,¬xi }. Similarly, mini-batch instance of arm
part is {xi j ,¬xi j }.

Overall loss function L(I, ) of the current mini-batch con-
tains two parts. One part, related to positive instances, is

defined as

L+(I, ) = 1

M

M∑

m=1

{ J∑

i=1

αi (x
(m)
i )2 +

∑

i j∈ε

βi j (x
(m)
i )2

}
. (7)

Another part related to negative instances is

L−(I, ) =
M∑

m=1

{ J∑

i=1

1

Ni
max(0, τi − αi (¬x (m)

i ))2

+
∑

i j∈ε

1

Ni j
max(0, τi j − βi j (¬x (m)

i j ))2
}
,

(8)

where Ni is negative instance size in the current ¬xi satis-
fying τi − αi (¬x (m)

i ) > 0, and Ni ≤ M generally. Ni j of
arm part also satisfies the corresponding restriction. Ni and
Ni j ensure training focuses on negative instances, which are
mapped within the margin of feature space.

Overall loss of the current mini-batch instances is

L(I,�) = 1

2

{L+(I,�) + L−(I,�)
}
. (9)

This overall loss function is used in computation of gra-
dients for each parameter of J-CNN, and then to update the
learned parameters.

5.3 Learning algorithm

Algorithm 1 is proposed J-CNN training procedure.

Algorithm 1 training algorithm for J-CNN parameters.
Input: {(I, )}: training dataset; ω: randomly initialized parameters of

all CNN; ηω(t): learning rates of each CNN; τ : their corresponding
margins; and M : mini-batch size;

1: initial iteration counter t = 0;
2: repeat
3: t := t + 1;
4: randomly sample M images I for mini-batch and negative joints

location ¬ based on the annotated joints location of I;
5: prepare positive mini-batch instances x and its negative mini-

batch instances ¬x as of all joints and arm parts;
6: derive their features f (x) = Conv(x, ω) and f (¬x) =

Conv(¬x, ω);
7: compute overall loss function L(I, );
8: calculate gradients of each potential:

∇ω = ∂L(I,)
∂ω

9: update ω := ω − ηω(t) · ∇ω;
10: until converge
Output: the learned parameters ω of all CNN.
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6 Arm pose inference

Energy-based model for human arm pose is efficient in final
pose inference for a test image, and it is also easy to use
human arm structure constraints, i.e., local rigidity of arm
part during inference. Dynamic programming [24] is suitable
to performance inference for energy minimization under arm
structure constraints.

In general, energy function E(I, Γ ) measures a possible
arm pose parameter Γ with target image I . Here, we aim to
minimize E over all possible Γ , i.e.,

Γ̄ = arg min
Γ

E(I, Γ ),

s.t. L̄i j = 1

2
(L̄i + L̄ j )

(10)

gives an estimated arm pose with the minimum energy and
local rigidity constraints.

In order to obtain arm pose as described in Eq. (10) given
an input image I , it is time-consuming if inference is based on
all possible arm poses. Since human arm pose as depicted in
Fig. 2 has a graphical structure with sub-chains, i.e., each arm
part, this inference problem can be decomposed to minimize
the relevant subproblems, the local rigidity constraints can
be incorporated in its subproblem minimization. The final
decoded joint location values not only have overall minimum
energy but also satisfy human arm structure constraints.

A test image contains upper human body part and two
arms generally. After constructing test instances in a pixel-
by-pixel manner on its multi-scaled images, its energy maps
of arm joints and arm parts are generated by the learned J-
CNN. Then, there are two methods to infer arm joints Γ̄ in
Eq. (10):

1. Minimize overall energy solely based on generated
energy maps of arm joints;

2. Minimize overall energy by dynamic programming with
local rigidity constraints based on all generated energy
maps of joints and arm parts.

6.1 Inference using potentials of joints

A straightforward way to infer arm pose from an input test
image is based on potential energies of each joint from all
instances. Given a trained feature extractor of one joint, its
energy map of the current input image is calculated first; then,
energy map is used for joint estimation by

L̄i = arg minL∈H×W αi (I, L), (11)

in which H and W are height and width of input image,
L ∈ H × W represents all possible locations on the image,
and L̄i is estimated location of the i th arm joint. The set

{αi (I, L)} is energy map of the i th joint, and each arm joint
potential can generate its energy map of the input image.

There are two steps for energy map generation of a arm
joint as follows:

Step 1: Pixel-by-pixel instance generation. If a test image
has a size H×W , its multi-scaled images are resized
with their scaling factors. Then, for each pixel of
input image, its instance is generated based on the
description of Sect. 4.1 from the scaled images. So
the instance set {xL} of input image is generated
as input for potential energies computation of arm
joints or arm parts.

Step 2: Feature extraction and energy calculation in parallel.
Based on the generated instance set {xL}, their fea-
tures of arm joints and arm parts are extracted by the
corresponding feature extractors of trained J-CNN.
During testing stage, since feature extractors in J-
CNN are independent, they can be used for feature
extraction on GPU in parallel. Furthermore, for an
individual feature extractor, feature extraction of all
instances in {xL} is independent. The mini-batching
can be used to perform feature extraction in GPU
efficiently. After feature extraction of instance xL, its
potential energy αi (I, L) is calculated subsequently.
The potential energies are assembled as the gener-
ated energy map {αi (I, L)}.

According to Eq. (11) and the generated energy map
{αi (I, L)} of the i th joint, its estimated location L̄i is at posi-
tion of an instance with minimum potential energy. L̄ j of the
j th joint is also estimated in the same manner. However, L̄i

and L̄ j can appear at any position on testing image. All esti-
mated joints are treated as independent in this inference and
may violate human arm structure. For example, two joints of
an arm part should have constraints on their distance in an
image. Therefore, only using energy potential of joints is not
enough, and arm part potential and local rigidity are used as
additional constraints.

6.2 Inference with local rigidity constraints

In order to incorporate human arm structure in pose modeling
as in Eq. (10), potential energy of arm part is used with the
potential energies of joints. So energy maps {βi j (I, L)} of
arm parts with the i th and j th joints are also generated as
energy maps of joints in Sect. 6.1. Since local rigidity of
arm part constrains occurrence of a pair of joints for an arm
part, dynamic programming is used in inference which can
estimate arm pose with the minimum overall energy.

Figure 6 illustrates a lattice for modeling arm pose of one
single arm with local rigidity constraints. There are five lay-
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Human arm pose modeling with learned features using joint convolutional neural network 9

Fig. 6 A lattice for human arm pose modeling with local rigidity con-
straints

ers in lattice for message passing by dynamic programming.
Three layers with red circles are for shoulder, elbow and wrist
from left to right. Two layers with green circles are for upper
arm and forearm, respectively. The circle represents location
on the image with size H × W . For example, the red circle
attached L(l) in the layer of shoulder represents the lth posi-
tion and it has a potential energy α1(I, L(l)) based on energy
map of shoulder joint, if right arm with the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
joints is target of pose modeling. Green circle between joints
in two adjacent layers represents location of arm part, which
is located at the middle of two joints. For instance, green
circle attached L(l,m) in the layer of upper arm is the mid-
dle of positions of L(l) and L(m) of shoulder and elbow, i.e.,

L(l,m) = 1

2
(L(l) + L(m)). For right upper arm, its potential

energy is β12(I, L(l,m)). Arm part is located at the middle
of its two joints that constrains two joints by local rigidity
property.

Given a lattice of one human arm, dynamic programming
is used to estimate its arm pose. There are forward message
passing and backward decoding during inference. Inference
steps of forward message passing for right arm are as follows:

Step 1: Assign energy potentials for all candidates of shoul-
der on input image by

E1(I, L(k)) = α1(I, L(k))

where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H × W }.
Step 2: For each possible position on image of right elbow

joint, calculate its current minimum energy based on
potential energies of shoulder and upper arm part by

E2(I,L(k)) = α2(I, L(k))

+ min
m∈{1,2,...,H×W } E1(I, L(m)) + β12(I, L(m,k))

in which α2(I, L(k)) is potential energy of right
elbow at location L(k), and β12(I, L(m,k)) is poten-
tial energy of upper arm at location L(m,k).

Step 3: For each possible position on image of right wrist
joint, calculate its current minimum energy based
on updated energy of elbow and energy potential of
forearm by

E3(I,L(k)) = α3(I, L(k))

+ min
m∈{1,2,...,H×W } E2(I, L(m)) + β23(I, L(m,k))

in which, α3(I, L(k)) is potential energy of right
wrist at L(k), and β23(I, L(m,k)) is potential energy
of forearm at L(m,k).

The inference steps of backward decoding for right arm
are as follows:

Step 1: Estimate right wrist position L̄3 based on its cumu-
lated energy by

k̄ = arg mink∈{1,2,...,H×W } E3(I, L(k))

, and then estimated wrist is L̄3 = Lk̄ .
Step 2: Estimate right elbow position L̄2 based on its cumu-

lated energy and estimated wrist position by

m̄ =arg minm∈{1,2,...,H×W } (E2(I, L(m))

+ β23(I, L(m,k̄)))

, and then estimated elbow is L̄2 = Lm̄ .
Step 3: Estimate right shoulder position L̄1 based on its

cumulated energy and estimated wrist position by

l̄ = arg minl∈{1,2,...,H×W } (E1(I, L(l)) + β12(I, L(l,m̄))),

then estimated shoulder is L̄1 = Ll̄ .

So pose modeling result of right arm is [L̄1, L̄2, L̄3],
i.e., [Ll̄ , Lm̄, Lk̄]. During backward decoding, operation
‘arg max’ can speed up by using location value of opera-
tion ‘max’ in forward message passing. In the same manner,
pose modeling result of left arm [L̄4, L̄5, L̄6] can be derived
efficiently. Then, arm pose modeling of a testing image I is
Γ̄ = [L̄1, L̄2, L̄3, L̄4, L̄5, L̄6].

7 Experimental results

We have tested proposed approach on dataset Frames Labeled
In Cinema (FLIC) [6] from the University of Pennsylva-
nia. Images in FLIC contain people with various clothes and
actions, and they are automatically selected from 30 popu-
lar Hollywood movies by a state-of-the-art person detector.
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Annotations of joints were manually labeled by participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk and then carefully evaluated
before using as the ground truth for training and testing. FLIC
dataset for human pose estimation is more challenging than
many previous datasets. First, persons in the datasets wear
various clothes with quite different styles and colors, and
some images contain men in different skin colors without top
clothes. Second, arm poses of FLIC do not belong to any spe-
cific action categories. Thirdly, there are some images of the
interaction between people and object, such as on the phone
and holding a mug or a bar. Fourth, some images contain
people in their side views and some arm parts are occluded.
Finally, the depicted scenes are complex, including indoor
scenes with illuminations, beach, lawn, forest and outdoor
scenes.

FLIC has two datasets for human pose estimation. The
basic one contains 3987 images for training and 1016 images
for testing. It does contain image even if the person was
occluded or severely non-frontal. Another more complex
dataset is full FLIC which contains full set of frames from
the 30 movies and was manually annotated. For full FLIC
dataset, we select about 17,000 images without mislabeled
annotations as training set for final J-CNN training. In this
experiment, basic FLIC dataset is used to evaluate the impacts
from variation of scaled image size and multi-scale size, and
the full FLIC is used to evaluate the performance of arm pose
modeling on the 1016 images in the basic FLIC dataset.

Evaluation criterion for testing is Percent of Detected
Joints (PDJ) [6]. For a particular joint, if its estimated location
is within a radius of its ground truth location, this estimation
is treated as correct. The radius is determined by two factors:
the ground truth length of torso and ratio of radius to torso
length. Given a ratio of the radius to torso length, we can
obtain percentage of correct estimation of all testing images.
The PDJ curve illustrates estimation performance within a
certain range of ratios. A ratio of the radius to torso length
is called normalized distance to true position or normalized
PDJ ratio.

The toolkits used for training J-CNNs are Python-based
Theano [31], Pylearn2 [32] and cuda-convnet [33]. Theano
is transparent between CPU and GPU and easily used to
compute gradients automatically. Pylearn2 and cuda-convnet
provide a lot of state-of-the-art techniques for training net-
works on GPU. This experiment mainly used GPUs NVIDIA
GTX 760 and Tesla k40c. GTX 760 has 1152 cores and 2GB
memory, which is suitable for the single CNN training and
testing, while Tesla k40c has 2880 cores and 12 GB memory,
which is suitable for training J-CNN.

7.1 Experiment setup

An instance of multi-scaled patch is determined by patch
size and multi-scales level. Since basic structure of J-CNN

has some constraints of input instance size for the computa-
tion capability, we consider the influence of changing image
size with respect to a given patch size for arm joints. We
also need to assess impact of varying multi-scale range size.
Basic FLIC dataset is adopted to conduct the related evalua-
tion. An individual CNN has five layers with three layers for
convolution and max-pooling, and two layers for full con-
nected networks. Figure 4 depicts the network we used in
this evaluation.

7.1.1 Impact of image size

As described in the section of positive and negative instance,
for the original images from movies, the method [25] is used
for body detection, which provides the range of upper body
part as our input images.

For a specific patch size, we investigate the influence of
the input image size, but without multi-scale, i.e., only one
image in each training and testing instance. The input patch
size is 90×90, and the image sizes are 90×90 and 110×110,
respectively. The PDJ curves in Fig. 7 illustrate the arm pose
modeling capability using only joint unary potentials with
different input images and patch sizes. We found that the

Fig. 7 PDJ curves of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints with different
image sizes and a given patch size, in which the curves in the left and
right columns are for the images with size 110 × 110 and 90 × 90,
respectively, and the patch size is 90 × 90
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closer the image size and patch size, the better the perfor-
mance. Hence, we choose the image size and patch size of
90 × 90 as the first scale size for multi-scaled instance.

7.1.2 Impact of multi-scale size

We also have to consider the influence of multi-scale size
for training and testing instance. According to the result of
the previous section, we select the first scale image with size
90 × 90 which is similar to the patch size for instance, and
the second and the third scaled image size are 126×126 and
162 × 162, respectively, in which each current scaled image
size increased 40 % of the first scaled image than its previous
one. We conducted an experiment to compare the modeling
performance of the instance with 2 scales and the instance
with 3 scales. Figure 8 depicts the related PDJ curves for two
kinds of multi-scaled instances.

In general, increasing multi-scale size can benefit the
overall arm pose modeling. However, it also requires more
memory in computation by GPU. Therefore, the multi-scale
size can be chosen as 2 or 3 in practical application. Accord-
ing to this testing experiment, the patch for sampling instance
should have the same size with the input image, and the

Fig. 8 PDJ curves of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints for the instances
with 2 scales and 3 scales and a given patch size, in which the curves
in the left column are for the images with sizes 90 × 90 and 126 × 126,
and the curves in the right column are for the images with size 90 × 90,
126 × 126 and 162 × 162. The patch size is 90 × 90

multi-scales also contribute to arm pose modeling. These two
findings will be used for an arm pose modeling experiment
with full training and inference.

7.2 Arm pose modeling result

Multi-scale image patch sizes used are 90 × 90, 126 × 126
and 162 × 162. An individual structure and setting of J-CNN
is shown in Fig. 4. Theano and Pylearn2 are used on a CUDA
Tesla k40c GPU for training. This GPU with 12 GB mem-
ory makes it possible to train J-CNN of all potentials jointly.
Subsequently, we tested proposed method on FLIC dataset,
which contains people with arbitrary clothing and action. PDJ
curve illustrates the estimation performance within a certain
range of ratios. The sizes of training and testing samples are
17,130 and 1016, respectively. Training time is about 1 week,
and testing time for one input image is about 40 s. Optimiza-
tion method for forward network decoding is important for
pose estimation in real application.

Figure 9 is an example of combining an input image and
the generated energy map of each joint and arm part together.
The area of inner white circle is recognized as correct [6],
and cyan point is the estimate. Figure 9a depicts the result
of independent minimization of each arm joint and middle
arm part without arm structure constraints. Although main
blue part (with low energy) is located inside white circle, the
estimated points without arm structure constraints may not.
Figure 9b depicts the result of using local rigidity constraints
for overall energy minimization, i.e., point for one arm part

elbowshoulder wristmid upper arm mid forearm

elbowshoulder wristmid upper arm mid forearm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 A modeling example based on minimal energy and human arm
structure constraints
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 PDJ curves of the proposed methods and other methods for
elbow and wrist

is located in the middle of its two end joints. The estimation
is visually more accurate. Figure 10 shows the PDJ curves
of our proposed method with rigidity constraints and other
methods, e.g., pose machine [21], MODEC [6] and mixture
of parts [5]. It has a noticeable improvement for elbow esti-
mation and has better performance on wrist when PDJ ratio
is small.

We also present some human arm pose modeling results
of various images by the minimum energy inference method
with human arm structure constraints. As illustrated in
Fig. 11, proposed method is able to deal with grayscale
images. Even hands are covered as the third person in Fig. 11,
wrist points can be recognized correctly. Figure 12 presents
results for color images of three persons in different actions.
Style and color of their clothes are quite different from each
other. One people is shaking hands with another, and his

Fig. 11 Some modeling results of gray images under human arm struc-
ture constraints

joints and arm parts are almost recognized, while the other
two persons are holding certain things and their arm poses are
modeled correctly. Modeling errors mainly come from esti-
mation of forearm, since it has higher dynamic than upper
arm. Estimation of right elbow for the first person has large
shift from its ground truth, but most pixels with low energies
are located in white circle. These kind of estimation error
can be alleviated if the relationships between arm part and
its attached joints are adopted in current J-CNN.

8 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, the objective is to model human arm pose for
unconstrained still images with arbitrary background and
action category. A method was proposed to learn discrimina-
tive features of both arm joints and arm parts by J-CNN, and
to incorporate local rigidity property of arm parts. Energy-
based model was used to describe relationship between arm
parts and arm joints. Its overall energy function summarized
all potentials. Each potential uses a CNN to extract feature
and calculate its �2 norm.

Parameters for all CNN were trained jointly. Multi-scaled
positive instances and negative instances were used for train-
ing the J-CNN in the manner of mini-batching. The objective
of training is to ensure that positive instances are close to the
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Fig. 12 Some modeling results of color images under human arm
structure constraints

origin, while negative instances are far away from the origin
in feature space. During inference, local rigidity property of
arm part was incorporated in dynamic programming to con-
strain locations of an arm part and its two arm joints.

J-CNN was trained on a Tesla k40c GPU, and it is
impossible to train it by CPU in reasonable time. Our exper-
iment on FLIC shows better performance than hand-crafted
feature-based methods such as mixtures of part, MODEC
and pose machine. However, this proposed method also has
limitations. The large training images with annotated arm
joints are necessary. Training procedure and energy map
generation in testing stage are time-consuming and require
high-performance GPUs. Currently, only local rigidity prop-
erty of arm part is used but without the relationships between
arm parts. In the future, energy model can be enhanced by
increasing instances of one arm part, or using a pairwise
potentials between arm joints of each arm part to improve its
modeling ability.
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